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Detective Story
Rated As Success

The New Class Presidents:
Platforms and Personalities
After a colorful and semi-humorous campaign, the cram-forexam calm has settled upon the
university. The STAG takes
pleasure in reporting the results
of the elections for class officers.
In the class of '60, Tony Priesendorf was elected President, Bob
O'Neil secured the position of
Vice-President; while Joe Monahan triumphed to the position
of Secretary and Marty Dee was
selected for Treasurer. Ever vigi-

Dean Names
Harper '59
Salutatorian'

RANDY HARPER
It was recently announced that
Randolph Harper has been chosen to be Salutatorian for the
Baccalaureate exercises on Sunday, June 7th. The Bulkeley
High graduate from Hartford,
Conn., has made his presence
well known on campus through
his numerous academic and extra-curricular activities. "Randy" served as President of the
Student Council during his senior year as well as being very
active in the Glee Club, Drama
Society, Sodality and Knights of
Columbus. His achievements in
the B.S.S. History curriculum
won him a place on the Honor
Society - which is further evidence of his well-rounded character. During an interview with
"Randy," we found out what
were the specific duties of the
Salutatorian. He is the delegate
chosen to express the graduating class' parting feelings in
general and to express his
thanks, in the name of the class,
to the people who made it possible. Congratulations are in order for Randolph Harper; his
nomination was well deserved.
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By JOSEPH MONAHAN
lant, the STAG sought an interThe Dramatic Society once
view with Mr. Prisendorf, immediately after his election was
again has a hit on its hands. On
made public. The following is,
Friday and Saturday evenings,
we believe, a summary of the
May 8 and 9, it presented Sidney
opinions expressed by the PresiKingsley's "Detective Story" at
dent of the Class of '60: The
the Notre Dame Theatre in
election was "very close" and it
Bridgeport. In the opinion of this
was quite gratifying to hold such
reviewer, partial though he may
an office. In response to an inbe, the production was superb
quiry as to the future plans of
in all respects, and far and away
Class, Tony expressed his inthe most rewarding of the four
terest in securing the "Bermuda
pla;ys presented by the Society
Trip" franchise (and its profits)
m Its short but amazing history
for his class, as well as the sale
of successes.
of blue blazers next year. The
blue blazers, if they sell well,
Of all the facets in which the
will contribute to the class
presentation excelled, the first
unity. But in talking of unity,
cne brought to the audience's atA smiling Carol Drum makes a radiant queen after coronation t.ention was the setting. I'm sure
Mr. Prisendorf continued, you a t J UDlor
.
P rom
that anyone who has see n
can't promise unity in an election. The class (of '60) hasn't
Broadway sets will agree with
had an overwhelming amount of
me when I say that these were
it in the past and it is probably
~o'rona
the equal of anything seen in
too late now. The Class has a
New Yo r k for a comparable
lot of "tight cliques," Tony conplay. Realism was the keynote
tinued, and by using the "key
of the whole production, and
man" on committees for Class
the reconstruction of the 21st
activities, one can at least hope
"The Queen of Dogwood Festival this year is Miss Precinct station was almost deto obtain multi-clique support, Carol Drum." These were the anxiously awaited words pressingly natural-even to the
if not class unity. Mr. Prisendorf
clock on the wall, which was
also expressed an enthusiastic spoken by emcee Joseph Monahan at the Junior Prom running throughout the play!
interest in sponsoring or shar- in the Rose Room of the Stratfield Hotel.
(Quite a challenge to any actor,
ing (the expense and attendTwenty year old Carol Drum,~--------------that.)
ance) work for more campus lecAt 12 45
h b
Such a challenge was mere
tures. In speaking of the Student a native of Bethel, Conn., and a
: p.m. t e and played child's play to "Detective" 's
Council, Mr. Prisendorf, who as junior at Albertus Magnus, was "Good Night Sweetheart" and cast, though. One first noted the
President of the Class will hold then crowned and presented brought to a close the Junior accuracy of the casting, never
a seat on the Council, felt that with a gold wrist watch sym- Prom of 1959, an occasion that before quite so right as here.
the body should have more pow- bolic of her reign. Her escort, will remain outstanding when But that isn't denying the actors
er in an executive as well as a Mr. Donald St. John, is Regiontheir due. The characters of Mclegislative aspect. Many motions al President of the N.F.C.C.S. reminiscing of years gone by. Leod, Monakos, Kindred and
that have been passed by the and Bridgeport, Conn.
The festivities then moved to the rest were vividly brought to
Council have died for lack of
The crowd around the band Woodland Grove with music life by Messrs. Washburn, Lalactivation by the Administra- stand then dispersed and Joe furnished by Tony Guzzi, '60 los, Davidson, and the company.
tion. He said that he will strive Carroll continued to play his
We had the true sense of seeing
for a closer and more attentive musical selections for the affair and his group. Chairman James a character created before our
contact with the Administration that was enjoyed immensely by Bandura and Anthony Prisen- eyes, and this is true of even
when on the Council next year. all those that attended, especial- dorf officiated over a party that those with one or two lines; they
'(Continued on Page Six)
ly by the Queen and her escort. saw., enough food and liquid contributed strongly to the sense
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -..........-~------------of seeing a full "slice of life."
refreshments to satisfy even the Especially fine were the permost famished socialites that formances of the young ladies,
To Our Lady
arrived after the close of the notably those of Miss Sarno and
formal dance. The evening was Miss Friedman for sensitivity
made especially enjoyable by and dramatic intelligence, and
of Miss Gunther for wit and
talent from the audience in the consistency of character. To
person of Tad Dowd and a duet single out each member of the
On Sunday, May 3, the Sodality of Our Lady of in a new type of choreography cast and mention his particular,
Fairfield held its annual Communion breakfast and by Jimmy Bandura and Wil- unique contribution - an easy
task-I leave to my readers; sufreception of candidates. Following Mass in Loyola liam Kramer.
The morning after, usually a flce to say such praise is due
Chapel, the twenty-six ·candidates made temporary acts dreaded awakening to the to everyone. I will confine my
of consecration to Our Lady.
events performed the night be- expression of personal opinion
·After a probation period,~-------------fore, was met with great plea- to saying that I think we should
these candidates may take. a be held in August at Seton Hall sure as Sherwood Island was be seeing some excellent work
the next stop for the Men in in the future from Jim Davidpermanent act of consecratIon
..
..
in December. The ceremony was UmversI!Y. Four se~l.lors cIted .as Red and their dates. Again, both son; and we shall miss Larry
condl:lcted by Fr. Joseph W. outstandm~ Sodahsts at Falr- the eats and liquid refreshment ·Washburn.
Murphy, S.J., Sodality Director. fiel~ were. Tony Bosco, Pat were plentiful and softball, canThese actors didn't just deFr. Joseph E. McCormick, W aI.de, L.arry Washburn, and kicking and various other types cide to make this a great night
S.J., was the speaker at the D eSI SullIvan.
of sporting activities was the alone, of course, but that such a
breakfast which was attended
The breakfast was followed order of the day. Although a fact might be concluded is a
by Sodalists and their families. by an informal tour of the little on the windy side, the tribute to the excellent direction
Among the guests was Fr. Ber- campus for the Sodalists' guests, weather remained nice and a of Mr. Robert Emerich. This
nard J. Basset, S.J., National recitation of the Rosary at the good time was had by all as the would even be more evident if
Promoter of Sodalities in Eng- outdoor Marian shrine, installa- last can hit the beach and the the audience had seen the
land, who is currently visiting tion of new officers, and Solemn picnickers retired to become cramped quarters on the stage;
this country in preparation for Benediction with the Very Rev. theatre goers, the next event on yet the grouping of characters
the World Sodality Congress to
(Continued on Page Eight)
the schedule.
(Continued on Page Eight)

C t ·lOn Of Caro 1 Drum Is
Highlight Of Junior Wee·kend

SODALITY CANDIDATES MAI(E
TEMPORA'RY CONSECRATION
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Joseph McNamara
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E. Anderson, J. Distinti, S. Dunphy, M. Fratantuno, R. Flevrant,
J. Grady, W. Kramer, J. Monahan, R. Nalewajk, P. Negri, L.
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Editorials

STUDENT REFLECTS HIS SCHOOL
With the end of the school year rapidly approaching, the.
anticipation of a big summer has now become
prominent subject of conversation around campus. There's talk of summer
jobs, graduation and, in some cases, a trip to Europe. Yes, as
each one of us will make new acquaintances; visit various places
for the. first time and acquire new habits, some good and inevitably some bad.

a

In the face of all this, it must be remembered that each
and everyone of us is a personal representative of Fairfield..
University. Our school, growing rapidly with the passing of
each year is no longer a "Where is that situated, I've never:.
heard of that institution before?" With the success of our graduates and the ever increasing enrollment of undergraduates, the
name of Fairfield is now being heard in circles all over the
United States.
Potential graduates of high schools up and
down the eastern seaboard are now placing the name of Fairfield on their list of colleges they would like to attend. All this
is the stage of notoriety that our institution is now receiving.
The main source of this advertising campaign is the student
body by their achievements both during the school year and
the summer recess. Such is the point I wish to make. Each one
of us can either continue this movement in a way that is beneficial to the University and the student body by actions of a
proper nature for a college student or by an action that points
him out as a man whose education has taught him to' be an
obnoxious individual (and in consequence will) be a very detrimental factor in our good· will campaign.
In conclusion, I would just like to say that when June ar·
rives and you're about to begin your vacation, stop and think
of your position as a student and prospective graduate of Fairfield and do not partake in any activity that in any way be
viewed as action unbecoming a Catholic college student. We
are the ones that will suffer the consequences if this unfortunate
occurrence does present itself.
J.McN.

JUNIORS COME THROUGH ...
The Junior class deserves a well warranted 'pat on the
back' for their excellent support of the Dogwood Festival. Ii
must have been gratifying for those who organized and persented
the weekend to see thai such a good number of their usually
complacent classmates finally came out to: play a role as a part
of the class to which they belong. The consensus of opinion
seems to hail the weekend itself as hard. to equal and credit for
this belongs primarily with its chairman, Ernie Garrity; Dino
Genga who handled the finances; Tony Giordano, president of
the junior class, and all the other various committees,

Ii is not wishful thinking when I say that if the members
cif the present junior class carry themselves as well as ihey did
in this endeavor, next year, senior year will prove a success for
every member involved.

By JOE MONAHAN
To round out the year's work,
this column would like to salute
the Class of 1962, which, in its
first year has made a real contribution to the intellectual life
here at Fairfield. I refer specifically to the foundation of the
Bellarmine Forum, which proniises to offer many a stimulating evening in the future.
More than a lecture series, the
Forum seeks to provide a
speaker who is willing to present, discuss, and - if need be
- argue his opinion on a controversial topic before a small,
but interested and thoughtful
audience. A concrete exa,mple
of the success of this plan was
the Forum's evening with Mr.
Alex Ross, the celebrated magazine illustrator. Mr. Ross, a
friendly and warm speaker,
proved to be a perfect subject
for the verbal dissection performed upon him both by himself and by those attending.
To start the evening off, Mr.
Ross presented himself as one
who believes that it is possible
for an artist to fly two flags;
one, of the draftsman, who seeks
to "re-present" the physical
world as seen by all; and the
other, of the "abstract" artist,
who presents a world of color
and design, as seen within the
imagination and emotions of the
painter. To illustrate his theory,
Mr. Ross displayed various
works of his own in both styles,
some of which had appeared as
illustrations in leading national
magazines.
Although there is little need
for me to describe the realistic
naintings shown, beyond saying
that they were wonderfully accurate, it would perhaps be
well to recall the spirit of the
non-representative pieces. One,
which impressed everyone present - even those who professed not to "understand" it, was
a very colorful arrangement of
varying squares, grouped about
a form which can best be described as S-shaped. (Mr. Ross
told the group that the picture
originally was a design for a
sport shirt) Since the smaller
squares continued more or less
horizontally across the picture,
Mr. Ross ventured to guess that
the average viewer would find
2. "processional" idea in the picture. Certainly, from the variety
of colors employed, and the intricate, multi-faceted internal
form of the painting, motion
and brillance were strongly
suggested.
Another of the non-representative paintings, one entitled
"The Annunciation," attracted
much attention. Here the suggestion of the angel - a formless, spiritual aura - was contrasted with kneeling figure,
easily identifiable as the Virgin.
The artist used the water-color
brush to impress the viewer
with a sense -of the importance
of what was left out, rather
than what was there; and thus
the painting truly presented, in
abstraction, the awe of that particular scene.
To demonstrate that an artist
might be successful both
artistically and materially inhabiting both worlds at once,
Mr. Ross showed several magazine illustrations of his own
which combined both representational and non-representational techniques.
After these orientating re-

(Continued on Page Eight)
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Remembrances of Things Past;
A Review Of The Senior Class
By PAT WAIDE
In September of 1955, two-hundred and seventy-five apprehensive, yet confident freshmen, began their collegiate education
at Fairfield University. Next month the members of that e1ass,
minus about seventy-five of the original freshmen and augmented by about twenty-five transferees, will receive their bachelor's
degrees at the University's Commencement exercises.
This brief historical description of the present seniors is
most inadequate and unfair. The class of 1959 did not come to
Fairfield solely to be graduated four years later, but rather its
members arrived at the University to secure a comprehensive
liberal arts education and in the process to develop qualities of
leadership and industry in themselves. They did not need private invitations to join this or that activity, nor did they need
to be sought out to attend the various Bellarmine Lectures
sponsored by the University during the past four years. Participation in Fairfield's extra-curricular activity program and
attendance at the guest lectures were viewed as necessities by
the present graduating class in their preparation to be erudite
leaders in the future's educational, medicine, legal and business
circles.
.
Academically the '59 class does not have outstanding geniuses
and "summa cum laude" graduates, but it has been blessed in
another manner. A greater percentage of its seniors have attained an 85% or better scholastic average in comparison with
classes of comparable educational institutions and size. In addition it has been this top academic group which has been the
most active in the extra-curricular program. They have willingly given their time, and their efforts have been to make the
activities of their choice the best in relation to those of other
colleges. These members of the class of 1959 certainly have
realized their objective in coming to Fairfield; they have distinguished themselves scholastically in obtaining a liberal arts education and they have developed their leadership ability through
their extensive participation in Fairfield's extra-curricular activities. I do not inetnd to be misleading in citing the achievements
of the class of 1959. It unfortunately has its group of perennial
card players, who also manage to be the "do nothings" and the
"complainers," but this group, thank God, has been a very small
portion, and therefore I do not believe my statements about the
senior class are too much of an oversimplification.
There are many accomplishments and innovations of the
class of 1959 in which they can justly take pride. Besides organizing or helping in the establishment of ten new extra-curricular
activities and three area clubs during the past four years, the
senior class under the competent leadership _and imaginative
ability of its President, Bob Healy, developed more enjoyable
social weekends and bequeathed to the classes that follow it,
dynamic ways of raising' money. Yet above all these accomplishments I believe there is something else for which our class
deserves the most congratulations. It is something which has
perm~ated all its undertakings and has become so natural to it,
that Its members are seldom conscious of its presence. In September of 1955 there was not only two-hundred seventy-five new
freshmen at Fairfield, but there was also the first campus dormitory. That freshman class of '55 was the first at Fairfield to
have its members divided into resident and day students. The
adjustment at first was a little difficult but as time elapsed the
unity within the class became more rigid. It is this class unity,
I believe, which has made its undertakings most successful as
well as the activities which the seniors now leave. This unity
and the lack of dissension or bickering between 1959's resident
and day students, is something about which Fairfield can be
most proud. Indeed it is a credit to the seniors who made the
unity so vital.
When we graduate from our beloved college, we do not
receive a diploma marked resident student or day student at
Fairfield University. All the graduating members of the class
receive the same diploma save for qualification as to name, degree, and honors. This unity of diplomas certainly has been fulfilled by the unity in spirit evident in the class of 1959. The
senior class has showed the way, and I hope that in whatever
manner the classes which follow may imitate us, foremost will
be the unity between their resident and day students. I am
sure the members of the class of 1959 would most prefer for
Fairfield to remember it in this way.

Rejuvenation of N.F. at Fairfield
Due To A Student-Faculty Effort
The National Federation of
Catholic College Students in
New England as well as on
campus has been rejuvenated
and has regained much of the
prominence it once held. A
good deal of the credit goes to
John Groake, who as N.E. president has built up the treasury
and revived interest in the
N.F.C.C.S.
Several good workshops and
festivals were held last year.
One of the most creditable was
the "Liturgy in the Family"
held on campus this past year.
Two noted speakers in their

field, Mary Reed Newland and
Father Stack gave very interesting and informative talks.
Father Rooney, S.J., and Mr.
Arthur Riel have both given
talks on various phases of'
Catholic literature.
Larry Washburn has done an
excellent job with the Family
Life Commission. The Commission has been one of the most
active in the New England
region. It has done us credit at
both Holy Cross and Our Lady
of the Elms.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Sodality Report
Lists Activities

By MIKE FRATANTUNO
Recently there has appeared on our fair campus a phenomenon
known in some circles as "hawking." This has proved to be a
popular addition to Springtime Sunday activities. The "hawkers"
are groups of individuals who seat themselves on curbs, outside
stairways, on the grass, etc. Their job is to check the cars that
may attempt to use the campus as a thruway on a peaceful Sunday afternoon. Such tactics as use of binoculars for long-range
checks, and human roadblocks for a definite stop are popular.
Hawkers use secret signals much the same as our American
Indian, to lure their prey. Long low whistles and cries of
"Ginch! Stoo that car!" fill the austere scholastic air. The hawkers do not stop just any car, however. They are very p~rticular
as to whom they signal. The man on the binoculars will give
a brief, sketchy description of the contents of a given car.
Something like: "Routine load: Sight-seers, man, woman, two
kids, elderly lady - probably grandmother" (it is for groups
like these that the men cheer as they go over the Gonzaga rut
at 45 m.p.h.). It is necessary for the binocular men to have
good eyes, because if he gives a description that is too far
wrong, fifteen or twenty young men stone him immediately and
elect a new man for the job. At times the hawking teams are
as well-disciplined as a Navy gun crew. On a cry "Bingo!" or
"Jackpot!" every young eye is turned to the car in question, ;"Ind
if the young ladies are presumptuous enough to stop, several
reconnaissance men will approach the car for a closer check.
They then report to the group as to hair, eyes, condition of skin,
figure, and the make, model and horsepower of the car.
..
The group holds a brief caucus, and then renders deClSlOn.
If the girl (s) is not acceptable, the group sets upon her ear
and tears it to pieces, after which they give her a warning to
stay off the campus since their time is too valuable to waste on
unnecessary decisions. If the girl (s) is rendered acceptable, a
select group will set upon her car and try to charm her. 'The
members of the group are quite chivalrous about who gets to
the car first. It is the principle of "survival of the fittest." If
the girl is really nice, fist-fights will occur, carefree students
will toss each other under the wheels of other passing cars, and
a healthy spirit of competition develops. There has never been
a report that "hawking" has caused any real trouble on the
campus, but it has not gone unnoticed by many members of the
faculty. There is a growing feeling of resentment about the
phenomenon, and word has reached us that there may be a
"hawking list" incorporated into the already-too-popular campus
list.
I am not free to be opinionated on the issue, because if I
state my opinion, I would be a likely candidate for the list mentioned above. Therefore I will close on this thought: "Boys will
be boys" - and after all, it's finally Spring in Connecticut.
You'll be hearing from me next year - I hope . . .don't
make waves . . .

A Story Of The Times Or The
Collegiate Putnam's Landing
Names have been left out to protect the innocent.
,In the gentle hills of rolling Fairfield County, there lies a
community known as Fairfield. In the center of this haven for
besieged Grey Flannel Men, nestles a university. Spacious and
beautiful in true campus tradition, Fairfield University lives on
in the hearts of students, alumni, parents, College of New Rochelle
and the citizens of the aforementioned community. The STAG
will attempt to present a varied and impersonal consensus of
current opinion - courageously and hardheartedly.
1. North Benson Road housewife: "Oh, well, I don't dislike
the University, (pause) but tell those mean boys to stop dropping
cigarette ashes and the like all over the gutters!"
2. Barlow Road housewife: "Well, to tell you the truth, darling,
(long inhale) I've never really contemplated the matter to any
great extent."
3. Waitress, all-night vacation diner: "I think some of the
boys are swell . . . .!"
4. Law enforcement representative: "NO COMMENT ! ! "
5. Businessmen: "The University has increased and steadied
our business very much."
6. Merritt Parkway and Conn. Turnpike (by means of personification) "They always seem to be late."
7. Female high school senior: "I'm very glad We have a men's
college in Fairfield."
8. Male high school senior: "Well, I'M NOT! ! "
9. Restaurant specializing in steaks: "Yes, the University gives
us a lot of business." "No, not too much in the dining room."
10. Movie theater: "WE can never understand why more of
the boys don't come on Saturday - aren't they allowed out on
Saturday nights?"
One lone STAG reporter didn't go any further.
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C.ct\MPUS PERSONALITY

Recently, the Sodality of Our
Lady at Fairfield University released the first of a series of annual reports on the organization's activities. This report explains the various projects of
Fairfield's Sodality, the aimS,
labors, successes, and failures of
our Apostolate. Prefect Jack
Seery hopes "to spread, through
this report, a better understanding of the Sodality on our
campus, acquaint our Sodalists
with a rounded view of our
Sodality, and leave a written report for the Fairfield Sodalists
of the future as a guide for
them."
The report, in toto, breaks
down into the reports of the
:welve committees, which are
the main divisions of the Sodal:,ty's work here on campus. The
most imoressive of these twelve
PAT WAIDE
reports -are those of the CCD,
As valedictorian of this year's junior and senior years, a memthe Dactylology Section, and
senior class, Pat Waide culmin- ber of the Canisus Academy, the
the Mission section.
According to Rule 12 of the ates his active four years at Aquinas Academy, a member of
Common Rules of the Sodalities Fairfield with a m u c h sought the Honor Society, and a CO:lstant Deans list man.
of Our Lady, "the goal of So- after distinction.
dalites is an effective spiritual
Pat will receive his B.B.A.
Commuting each day from his
influence on others." Our Sodal- home in Greenwich, Conn., Pat degree in accounting and plans
ity fulfills this duty by assisting a graduate of Iona Prep in New to go for his master's degree at
the local parishes in the religi- Rochelle, has proven himself to the University of Pennsylvania's
ous instruction of Catholic stu- be a valuable asset to his class Wharton Graduate School of Fidents attending public schools. and the University.
nance and Commerce. There he
Once the Confraternity becomes
will major in banking and fiHe
considers
his
most
importwell-organized in any given
nance.
parish, our Sodalists step out ant activity to be the Sodality
In the interview Pat emphaand go to other places that still in which he is a member of sized his interest in the Univerthe
Council,
and
has
also
been
need teachers.
sity, and stressed that there
The Dactylology Section of recently awarded, along with should be "more interest by the
the Sodality aims at helping three other Fairfield seniors a students in an education rather
any and all Catholics who are gold pin by the national board than the mere attainment of a
afflicted with deafness and the in St. Louis for his outstanding degree."
lack of ordinary speech. Be- work in the Sodality movement.
Pat, friendly, unassuming, and
cause of the tremendous handiMr. Waide has also been ac- a hard worker, is a fine example
cap which these people have, tive on the Stag, having his own of a good college student and a
they are usually poorly instruct- column for the past two years. promising graduate. He should
ed in the rudiments of their He is literary e d ito r of the distinguish himself as well as
faith. Without some religious Manor, has been treasurer of the the school no matter where he
reminder every month, a num- Business Club during both his goes after June ninth.
ber of them would obviously 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fall away from the Faith. Our
Sodalists. at present, have a
limited knowledge of the sign
language and can only passively
By GEOFFREY STOKES
assist in the spiritual aid of
Among the recent year-end activities sponsored by the varithese people, by organizing activities for them. The future ous clubs, the most spectacular was the New Jersey Club's
calls for a more active partici- "Money, money, who's got the money?" party. While this was
pation of the deaf-mutes in the a novel idea, and provided wholesome entertainment for most
work of the monthly meetings of the members, it' seems hardly worth the time and trouble
Because of this financial carelessness and the
held here on campus. The So- involved.
dality also plans to train some possibility of future fiascos by other clubs, it is advisable that
of its members in the sign the activities committee of the newly elected Student Council
arranges some financial check on the clubs whose constitutions
language.
Closer to the hearts and pock- it holds. The happenings earlier this year within the same club
etbooks of each Fairfield stud- have proven the uselessness of expulsion from a club as a punishent is the Missions Section. Con- ment for mishandling of assets. Chief among this censure's
tributions on Wednesdays, stamp failures is that it doesn't get the money back to the club's treascollections, Christmas card sales ury. The Student Council should therefore either order a reproceeds, "Dollar day" revenue draft of constitutions to provide for any future disappearances,
and sales to the Jesuit Missions or assign an officer to police all the clubs and their finances.
Magazine are all given over to
I have a few lines left, so I'll put at the bottom of the colthe missions. Over the past five umn something that should be on top in great blazing headlines,
years the students have sent a the type that the Times is saving for the Martian invasion. (This
total exceeding five thousand is going to sound horribly mawkish, but it's the only way to
five hundred dollars to the mis- do it.) A truly fine class is leaving Fairfield this year. They
sions. This section has also been ,will be sorely missed, not only in those activities in which they
the sponsors of the special de- took an active part, but in those which they criticized, such as
votion, called the Xavier Bands, this one. THis is getting ridiculous - Happy work, grad school,
which is organized, so that on or (shudder) Army.
certain days students attend
Mass and offer their prayers for ii============================il
the success of the missions.
There are, of course, many
other activities in which the So.JA~fES
JOY~
dality is engaged, however there
is not space to cover them all,
GENERAL INSURANCE
nevertheless they are an integral part of Sodality life.
The Sodality is a way of life,
Prompt Service - Reliable Companies
and here at Fairfield in its tradition stage, our Sodalists are
ED 4-6179 - Phones - FO 8·1661
trained in its work and thus prepare to go out into the world
955 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn.
doing their part in the mission
which we all have as members
of the Mystical Body.
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Swinging on Sunday with Stan

*

* *

Wh-h-y-y Not!

*

*
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Barry Miles and all that jazz

* *

*

Who sez I can't cook hamburgers?

*

*

*

*

"Detective shot , , • killed."
Guitar or no guitar, that shoe is in .there somewhere
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Carol Drum and escort, Don St. John admire coronation gift
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Dominican queen reigns over Jesuit court
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"Because I'd give everything I own •••"
'Lest we forget
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CLASS OFFICERS
(Continued from Page One)
Due to the fact that the Senior
Year is an expensive one for
the Class, the aim, Tony said, of
the president should be that on
"a money maker." Therefore all
activities must be run on the
ideal that they will please the
majority of the class and supported by them, Le. "a happy
medium" between the social and
the intellecutal. Paranthentically, Mr. Prisendorf remarked that
one must take into account the
fact that the "intellectuals" were
"outnumbered" in the school
(class?).
Departing with our gratitude,
we felt Mr. Prisendorf a fluent
and yet "easy-going" talker, a
potential of class leadership and
strength; still, we made note of
a tendency of cautious non-toe
stepping.
Next, we turned our attention
to the Class of '61. Here, 'Joe
Cannizzaro experienced a solid
victory as President, M ike
Maher was elected Vice-President, Bob DeCanio was chosen
as Secretary and Paul Coughlin
was selected Treasurer. The following is, again, a summary of
Mr. Cannizzaro's interview with
the STAG. With next year, the
Junior year for the class of '61,
as the "hardest", the campaign
was based upon the "know-how"
that a President 'would need for
organization of the activities. On
this basis, Joe felt that his participation in previous class activities had qualified him for
the job. Without this essential
experience, Joe said, it would
require "about three months" to
learn the job properly. (We wondered whom that was directed
at). In regard to plans for the
coming academic year, Joe mentione(l plans for a parents day,
a camera (owned by the class)
to record and show (on Saturday nights) schoOl and class activities, a Glee club concert,
"perhaps, and plans to secure
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Ber~uda IRev. Basset S.].

the franchise of the
Tnp for the class. The ment of
the class will be determined, Mr.
Canmzzaro stated, by "how well
we work together and our par··
ticipation in the activities and
clubs." While the class could be
better organized (in the eyes of
administration, faculty.and student body), Joe felt that it is the
"best spirited class" in the
school. In talking of the job as
President, Joe expressed the
idea that the person holding the
job must have an enthusiasm,
"a great enthusiasm" for the
class to get ahead. This atitude
will produce hard work, even
vlorry over the name and interests of the class. He must have
contacts with other colleges
(girls' colleges?) and some degree of influence with the ad(Continued on Page Eight)

,

Speaks onCampus
The Rev. Bernard Bassett, S.J.,
the National Promoter of Sodalities in England, arrived on campus last week. He is here in the
United States for the Second
World Congress of Sodalities,
which will bring together representatives from some 80,000 Sodalities from 83 countries.
Though the Congress doesn't
convene at Seton Hall University until August 20-23, Fr. Bassett is using the time to visit
various Sodalities in this country.
Speaking to small groups, he
explained the work done by
English Sodalities to combat the
penetration of un-Christian ideas
and attitudes in England. This

work, he explained, is accomplished by using the Communist
cell-system i.e. the Sodalities
meet in groups of no more than
ten, each group undertaking
whatever apostolic work they
feel pertinent to their environment.
While the situation in our
two countries is somewhat different, a great deal was gleaned
from Fr. Bassett's talk. Fairfield
Sodality hopes to adapt much
of it to its own work on campus.
Contrasting the American Sodality movement which has
started from the high school
level and is slowly moving upward to rne professional level,
the movement in England was
begun on the professional level
and is attempting to seep down
although this progress is somewhat hampered by the lack of

Catholic colleges there.
Fr. Bassett is great concerned
with the staggering losses the
West has encountered, especially in India, Africa and Asia.
The cause of this, Father feels,
is the failure of the West to
provide Christian atmosphere.

GREEN COMET
DINER
"Tops in Town"
90 Kings Highway Cut-Off
Fairfield. Conn.
Tel. FO 8·9471

English: ROYAL AUSTRALIAN

English: DELEGATES TO A JAZZ CONVENTION

~nglish:

When the secretary of this meeting makes notes, he uses
a saxophone. The chairman is the only
guy who can rap his gavel with a syncopated beat. The delegates (in Thinklish it's hepresentatives!) come from all
schools of jazz: hot, cool, and room temperature. But they're in perfect harmony
on one thing: the honest taste of a Lucky
Strike. Get Luckies yourself. (You'll
trumpet their praises.)
Thinkl/sh translation:

Fairfield Laundromat
CLOTHES
WASHED and DRIED
REASONABLE RATES
1227 Post Road
Fairfield
Opp. Post Office

HOW TO MAKE '25

Take a word-substitute, for example. With it, you can make an artificial
hedge (shrubstitute), a washing machine (tubstitute), an English lemonade stand
(pubstitute) and dehydrated food (grubstitute). That's Thinklish-and it's that
easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best-your check is
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article
On and Off
the Campus

DRINK PEPSI

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
~A.T.C'"

Produd

CIGARETTES

of ~~J'~-"J'~is

our middle name"
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Intramural Softball
Races Running Close

Page Seven

Post~ Hartford Beaten By Stag

Nine In Tight Ball Games

Another successful intramural
softball season is rapidly drawing to a close. In the upperclassman league, Garrity's team
is currently leading the circuit
followed closely by MacMurray's, O'Keefe's and Mencio's.
A few of the outstanding ballplayers on the diamond are fireballer Frank McGowan and
Mike Mullen who is one of the
best fielders in the league.
By BILL KRAMER
The freshman race for the
This corner recently attended one of the greatest pennant is tighter than a Tom
Brewer loss. In fact, Mr. Softsports spectacles of the year - the Kentucky Derby. It ball, John Creed has scheduled
wasn't anyone particular thing that will make this extra playoff games to decide '.
weekend last in my mind, but a collection of many. The the outcome. At the present time
there's a three-way - tie for first
oft repeated phrases about Southern hospitality were place between Arnold's, Papa's
borne out to their fullest extent as doors were opened and Browne's squads. The ace
and people went out of their way to help us have an of the mound in this circuit
seems to be Frank Hendricks
unforgettable weekend. The people were the openly whose record stands at two
warmest and most hospitable this corner has ever en- wins and no losses.

countered. The Derby itself, which was billed as a race
without a true champion, turned out to be the most
exciting since Broker's Tip won in that famous stretch
duel twenty-five years ago. And finally the state, the
countryside which was as beautiful and clean as these
eyes have seen in all the forty-eight, oops, I mean fifty.

*

*

*

The success of the Tennis team can only be attributed to determination and hard work. The jump from
an informal club, through a mediocre 2-2 season last
year to the most successful varsity sport on campus was
by no means accomplished by a s:troke of luck. Congratulations to everyone on the team, the Dowd brothers, Joel Cherrytree, Paul McGuire, Mike Flaherty, Bob
Melican, Tad Dowd and last but certainly not least, the
man who worked the hardest, Captain Larry Lessing.
Anyone who has ventured over to Alumni field this
year will notice a vast improvement in the baseball
team. They are not world beaters but with only three
seniors the old Brooklyn cry can be heard "Wait till
next year."
Speaking of next year, since this is the last issue;
I would like to take this opportunity to say thanks to
the student body for giving us so much sports material
to write about during the year. May you all have a
healthy summer and give me even more to write about
next year.

Although there has been terKevin Walsh takes a cut in Hartford game
rific competitive spirit in both
leagues, fair play and enjoyCoach Frank Ferroleto's Fairfield University Basement has been the rule. As
for the final standings of the ball Squad won its third and fourth games this season
league, I'm afraid that I'll still by downing C. W. Post College, 7-6, and the University
have to uttetr the famous battle cry of the Red Sox, "Wait of Hartford, 9-6. Both these victories were non-league
tussles.
'til next year."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 In Bookville, L.L, senior Dave
Toomey went the route to notch
his second victory while striking
out five and walking three to
beat the Post team.

SPORTS PERSONALITIES

The Stags put together twelve
hits and thirteen bases on balls
to cross the plate seven times.
John Bruzas and Kev Walsh
split six hits between them.
Frank Tracy and Harry Hyra
collected two hits apiece. The
Post pitcher gave up five walks
to Dick Lorenzo alone. He had
only one official time at bat.

school at this event. There is
Tom Cragliano, Bart Panessa
strong reason to believe as
anyone who has seen them play
Fulfilling all pre-season predictions, Fairfield's baseball team
will tell you that there could
With their regular season easily be an all-Fairfield final is now completing its most successful season in 5 years. Two
big reasons (literally big) for this record breaking year are
matches completed, the tennis in the singles matches.
infielder Tom Caragliano and outfielder-first baseman Bart
team has established itself as
Panessa.
the most successful sport in the
school's history. Their final reTom Caragliano played his high school ball at New Britain
cord was 8 wins and 1 loss.
Senior where his dependable defense and powerful bat carried
They shut out four of their opthe team a long way in state competition.
ponents and allowed one to win
Tom did not tryout for Fairfield's "nine" as a sophomore
one of the individual matches.
because of his heavy Lab schedule as a Chern major. However,
They compiled a record that
when the coach noticed him working out on the softball diamond
few other teams can match as
he was quick to realize Tom's potential. Needless to say, he
their individual and doubles toplayed successfully in the next game and since then has been
tals stood at a remarkable 67
a valuable asset to the reinvigorated ball club.
wins and 14 losses.
Now a senior, Tom led the league last year by reaching
They beat such Eastern tennis
powers as Amherst and Holy
base 30 out of 45 at bats; and also established a Fairfield record.
Cross. They swamped the rest
Most of these bases were acquired on walks, and just plain
of their opposition which inhustle, which proves that desire to play is the chief requirement
cluded St. Peter's, Bridgeport
THE DOWD BROTHERS
for a top notch competitor.
and Fairleigh Dickinson among

Netmen Victorious In
Spring Competition

others. Their lone loss was at
The year's individual and
the hands of the University of doubles totals for the team are
Massachusetts.
as follows:
The only match left on their Dennis Dowd
17-1
schedule is the Rider College John Dowd
.
18-0
Tournament. Since only two Joel C~rrytree
14-2
players are allowed from each Paul McGuire
14-2
school, the members of the Larry Lessing
10-5
team are going to have a round Mike Flaherty .
5-3
robin match among themselves Bob Melican
6-3
to see who will represent the Tad Dowd
(doubles)
6-1

The U. of Hartford team was
victim number four for Fairfield. The Stags took advantage
of nine Hartford errors and six
hits to score nine runs. Fairfield
jumped to the lead with a single
tally in the first and five big
runs in the second, highlighted
by John Bruzas's two out
double driving in two runs.
After Hartford scored three
times in the top of the fourth,
Fairfield came back with two
in their half of the inning without a hit! Tracy led off with
a walk, Toomey reached first on
an error, Tracy going to third.
Toomey stole second and on the
overthrow by the catcher Tracy
scored and Toomey advanced to
third. Dave scored on a wild
pitch. Toomey who relieved
starter Kev Walsh in the three
run fourth of Hartford held
them in check allowing one run
in the fifth and two more in the
eighth to win his third game.
This is one more victory than
he had last season.

Fairfield University's varsity
baseball team ran into a roadblock on their recent trip to
New Jersey. The Stags were defeated by Rider, 8-3, and Seton
Hall, 8-2 on consecutive dates.
Bart Panessa, recognized as the baseball team's power hit- Both these defeats were in
ter, was better known as a football tackle at lona Prep where league play.
he was chosen to the All Catholic H. S. team. Easily distinguished by his unorthodox batting stance, Bart led the team
Allowed only three hits Fairlast year with a .315 average and was the mainstay of the team's field was turned back by Rider
infield at first base.
in Trenton for their third loss.
John Bruzas started on the
During the summer, Bart works for an engineering company hill for Coach Ferroleto's squad
and devotes ?-is spare time to American Le~ion Baseball. He, and hurled five innings before
like most FaIrfield students, relaxes by playmg golf and when being relieved by Dick Panuche graduates he hopes to enter a firm in New York where he can,
put his education to the best use.
I (Continued on Page Eight)
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(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page Seven)

Fr. Rector as celebrant.
zak. Bruzas was charged with
Officers installed for the com-, the loss.
ing year were: Joe Moyland '60,
After Rider took a quick 2-0
prefect; Jim Devlin '61, vice- lead in the third inning with
prefect; Ray Martin '60, secre- the help of three Stag errors,
tary; Tom Drohan '60, treasur-· Fairfield scored all their runs in
er, and Paul Cervoni '60, in- the top of the fourth. Walsh and
structor of candidates.
Lorenzo walked, Bruzas singled
John Bachl, Phil Shivell, and to load the bases. Tracy then
Pat Waide were in charge of lashed a single to score two runs
arrangements for the reception and Lorenzo tallied the third
day program.
on a wild pitch. Rider came
back with three in the bottom
of the frame to regain the lead
DETECTIVE STORY for good.
(Continued from Page One)
At East Orange, Fairfield met
the Seton Hall team. Getting
and the flow of action was al- nine hits, two each by Hyra,
ways natural and realistic.
Lorenzo, Bruzas and Tracy,
Now, if a reviewer must have Fairfield could only score two
a bone to pick, I suppose the runs. Both came in the sixth on
play itself is the only thing left a sjngle by Hyra, Walsh reach--everything else was just about ing first on an error and back
perfect. But I think it is at the to back singles by Lorenzo and
very point of realism where Bruzas for one run. Tracy hit a
"Detective Story" shows its sacrifice fly for the last tally of
weakness: age. This is especially the game. Dave Toomey abunusual when one realizes that sorbed the loss, his second in
the first production of the play five decisions.
.
took place a little more than ten
Returning
home
after
an
unyears ago. But I think the exsuccessful
road
trip
the
Stags
planation of what some people
have called the "dull spots" in were handed their third straight
the action of the play lies in defeat by the Iona Gaels. On
the author's determination to Alumni Field Iona broke up a
show his audience that life in close game by scoring seven
the 21st Precinct is just like life runs in the sixth, seventh and
in any office-routine. But for eighth innings to trounce Fairus, as an audience, ten years field 10-1.
after this revelation, fed to the
John Bruzas again starred at
teeth wit h policemen kidding bat for the Stags getting three
each other about family affairs hits in four trips to the plate,
or ordering ham-on-rye-two-cof- but he also suffered his third
fees-one-no-sugar night in and straight pitching defeat. Bruzas
night out on "Dragnet," "The yielded ten hits and eight runs
Line-up," etc., this is too, too in six and one-third innings becommonplace; and the sudden fore being replaced by Dave
switch to melodrama in the last Toomey who finished up on the
act is too great, now, for us to mouFld for Fairfield. Iona scored
accept.
two runs off Toomey in the
Enough for literary criticism ei?hth.
Fairfield's only run was scorand social history. Clearly, the
Fairfield University Dramatic ed in the' fourth when Don RiSociety's production of "Detec- naldi walked with the bases
tive Story" was a smash. For it, loaded, following singles by
we thank most heartily Fr. Mul- Bruzas and Frank Tracy and a
lin, Mr. Emerich, Mr. Barrett, walk to Lorenzo.
and a truly talented and profesThis lowered the Fairfield
sional cast.
season record to 4-5-1. The Stags
had an exceptionally bad day
in the field committing seven
NEWS ITEM
errors while the Gaels played
STEVE HABETZ, recently
errorless ball.
elected president of the Fairfield University Young DemoNFCCS
cratic Club, has assumed the
(Continued from Page Two)
post of college vice-president of
the State Democratic organizaOne of the chief aims of the
tion. He was elected to the post N.F.C.C.S. is to orovide a servat the state convention which ice to the students in extra
was held in New London.
curricular lines. It tries to work
It might also be added that with' various campus activities
both of Fairfield's resolutions in organizing workshops and
were also passed favorably.
procuring speakers of interest
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Party, Breakfast and
Concert End Weekend

CLASS OFFICERS

IDLE MIND

(Continued from Page 6)

(Continued from Page Two)

ministration. He must be able marks, the "Forum" was opento cone
" with the day-hop and ed. Those who attended aired
dorm participation problem of
the class and recognize the non- their own opinions and sought
resident students as an integral further elaboration from Mr.
part of the class. Yes, Joe said, Ross. The discussion centered
he will be able to work well around the controversial issue of
with the other officers of the "modern," non-representational
class (in response to a question
for he has interviewed them art and its value, both from the
and has great confidence in artist's emotions were the subthem. Glancing over Mr. Can- ject of the non-representative
nizzaro's campaign platform, we paintings; and there were those
noted several noteworthy ideals. who disagreed, saying that limFor brief example, "The dance iting the subject in this way
committees will consist of both would deny a universality to the
day-hop and dorm students," an work.
informational advertising comSeveral people wished to
ITII'ttee for all even t s an d support of the lectures and debates. know if there were any absoDespite the long day the We look forward to these events lute standards which one could
par.ty didn't break up until with confidence that they will use to judge a non-representa4 a.m. Nine thirty the follo\U occur. Joe said that in regard to tive work. Mr. Ross felt that
ing morning found those who the Student Council, that the there were, but hinted that even
were still able to stand attend- body should have more inde- those could be violated if the
ing the Communion breakfast pendent strength.
artist were bold enough. Such
at Loyola Hall. Guest speakers
Departing from Mr. Canniz- absolute standards, at any rate,
were the Rector, Father Fitz- zaro, we thanked him and felt would not be readily evident to
gerald, and Dr. Klimas of the him to be a serious, responsible those who were not familiar
University faculty. All who at- and well experienced president; with the idiom of contemporary
tended will have a hard time but we were a slight bit dubious art.
digesting due to Dr. Climas's as the possibility of going overRegarding magazine illustratalk on radiation and the board is also feasible in the atti- tion as a career, Mr. Ross adthreat of atomic fallout.
tude of enthusiasm.
mitted that it was easier to
A supplement to this year's
Lack of time, and not concern, "break into" when he did, some
weekend was a jazz concert leaves us short time and space years ago, than it is now. He
..
th at
held at Alumni' field that same to relate the officers of the Class al so expresse d th e opmlOn
afternoon.
of '62. Lou Zowine is the Presi- there is great difficulty in comdent, Dan Browne the Vice- bining "illustration" and "art'"
With the weather still holding President (w h 0, cur i 0 u sly and he doubted the validity of
out, Stan Rubin and his Tiger- enough, ran unopposed), Steve the term "commercial art."
town Five played to a happy, Carberry was selected as Secto say the least, blanket crowd. retary and Davy Jones will be
Thus the discussion continuThis event turned out to be the Treasurer. Tho' unable to ed; and when the Forum closed,
much more enjoyable than was interview Mr. Zowine, we noted there was an opportunity' to
expected. Rubin playing great one impressive statement on his meet Mr. Ross personally and
Dixieland, added to the inform- platform (or what will you) ma- see his pictures more closely.
al atmosphere and a trio of terial. "It is my firm opinion that This is an example of how sucguest performers, totaled sheer not where the students live but cessful such a-project as the
enjoyment.
where they congregate for en-Bellarmine 'Forum can be. It
Guest performers Barry Miles, joyment and serious activities, was a stimulating, informative,
class unity is formed." Note- and rewarding evening. I thank
a twelve year old musical gen- worthy, sincere and (ah, we those who brought it into exius, Tad Dowd, who flew up sl'ghed) a bl't l'deall'stl'C!
. t ence, an d h ope t 0 see It
.
IS
from the winner's circle at the
JOHN F. X. WARBURTON
fl ouns
. h'mg next -year.
Kentucky Derby- to be with us, I;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
with his assistant, kept the au-II
dience in a receptive mood.
CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
The concert as well as the
for Faculty, Student and Graduates
weekend ended at five p.m. with
the group's version of the
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
"Saints". It was a good note to
comprising 250 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-Sister
end on.
and Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England
Middle Atlantic States and Canada.
'
to the student body. The unit
. . . INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer emon campus has achieved this by
playment as Counselors, Instructors or Administrators.
doing a lot on a small scale.
... POSITIONS in children's camps in all areas of activiThis aim has been furthered
ties,are available.
WRITE OR CALL IN PERSON:
this' past year and many plans
are made for next year. A drive
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS - Dept. C
to get many more students interested will be carried on. The
55 West 42nd Street, Room 621
New York 36, N.Y.
unit has come a long way in the
. Following
,
S . the Dramatic Soclety s
prmg production of
Detective Story last Saturday
evening, the Junior Class sponsored a post play party at the
K of C hall in Fairfield. This
was number five on the list of
even t s arrange d f or th e D ogwood Festival Weekend, and
like the others it proved to be
a success.
Larry Kelly was kept busy
at the tap while Henry Pronovost and his band kept the
crowd jumping. An additional
attraction was Jack Quinn's
record limbo under the Fifteen
inch wire.

past yearfor
andnext
things
look a lot
brighter
year.
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Don't let the warm weather
catch you unprepared!

Ethical
Pharmacy
1260 Main 8t.
BRIDGEPORT

•

Shop at Howland's for your

extends Heartiest Congratulations

beaching-boating-picnicking
clothes and equipment.

and Good Wishes to the
Graduation Class of 1959
more than a store . . . a community institution since 1857

